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Samhain Publishing. Paperback. Book Condition: New.
Paperback. 248 pages. Dimensions: 8.4in. x 5.4in. x 0.7in.Hes at
the end of his ropeuntil fate casts a lifeline. Cambridge Fellows
Mysteries, Book 8The Great War is over. Freed from a prisoner of
war camp and back at St. Brides College, Orlando Coppersmith
is discovering what those years have cost. All he holds
dearincluding his beloved Jonty Stewart, lost in combat. A
commission to investigate a young officers disappearance gives
Orlando new directiontemporarily. The deceptively simple case
becomes a maze of conflicting storiesis Daniel McNeil a deserter,
or a herotaking Orlando into the world of the shell-shocked and
broken. And his sense of Jontys absence becomes painfully
acute. Especially when a brief spark of attraction for a
Cambridge historian, instead of offering comfort, triggers
overwhelming guilt. As he hovers on the brink of despair, a
chance encounter on the French seafront at Cabourg brings new
hope and unexpected joy. But the crushing aftereffects of war
could destroy his second chance, leaving him more lost and
alone than everWarning: Contains sensual mm lovemaking and
is a three hankie story, two of which youll need for the happy
ending. This item ships from multiple locations. Your...
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Certainly, this is actually the very best job by any author. It really is rally exciting throgh studying time. You may like
how the blogger write this pdf.
-- R udolph Jones MD-- R udolph Jones MD

Completely essential go through ebook. I was able to comprehended almost everything using this created e pdf. You
will not sense monotony at anytime of your time (that's what catalogs are for relating to if you request me).
-- Tim m othy Schulist-- Tim m othy Schulist
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